Balancing your W2REPT.TXT
The following are detailed instructions on how to balance your W2 report so that
the data is correct and accurate.
The information on the W2REPT.TXT should balance to:





941 totals as reported
ERNREG/ERNSUM Figures
o Represents amounts as withheld from employees
QRTRPT figures
o Represents amounts as current in the YTD figures
Balance Federal, Ohio and Cities taxes and gross amounts

Balancing 941 totals
Federal tax withheld
1st quarter ____________
2nd quarter ____________
3rd quarter ____________
4th quarter ____________
YTD
____________
W2REPT Total
____________

These 2 totals
should equal
except for special
payments

Balancing ERNREG Figures

Amounts in this column
on ERNREG should
equal the totals on
W2REPT
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Balancing QRTRPT Figures

Amounts in this
column on QRTRPT
should balance to the
totals on the W2REPT

Balancing W2REPT Figures

Amounts in this column on
W2REPT.TXT should be used for
balancing
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Special Payments that affect balancing between W2REPT and
QRTRPT
Some special payments that you make to your employees during the year, are
taxed differently than regular wages. The following describes how some special
payments are handled for W2 Reporting.

Dependent care benefits
Amounts on Dependent Care benefit deduction type, which are over the $5000
limit, are added to the total and taxable gross on federal, Ohio and OSDI taxes.
This will then cause the gross amounts on the W2REPT to be higher than the
gross amounts on the QRTRPT.

Fringe benefits
Any fringe benefit amounts that are entered on the 001 tax record are added to
total and taxable gross amounts on federal, Ohio and OSDI records.
This will cause the gross amounts on the W2REPT to be higher than the gross
amounts on the QRTRPT.
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Medicare Pickup
If the board pays the employee portion of Medicare (Medicare Pickup) for any
employees, the amount paid by the board is added to total and taxable gross
amounts on federal, Ohio and OSDI records.
This will cause the gross amounts on W2REPT to be higher than the gross
amounts on the QRTRPT.
If the „tax board amounts‟ option is flagged as “N” on the city tax record in
DEDNAM, then the flag “Tax Med/FICA Pickup” should be set to “Y” in DEDNAM,
if the city taxes the Medicare pickup. The Medicare pickup amount is then added
to the city total and taxable gross amounts and the employee pays tax after the
fact.

If the “tax board amount” option is flagged as “Y” on the city tax record in
DEDNAM, then the tax is withheld during the payroll. No Medicare pickup is
added to the city wages even if the “tax Med/FICA pickup” flag is set to “Y”.
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Use of Company Vehicle
You should first contact legal or tax advisor if necessary to determine how
payment should be handled.
Any amounts reported on the 001 federal tax record will be added to the total and
taxable gross fields on the federal, Ohio and OSDI records.
This will cause the gross amounts on the W2REPT to be higher than the gross
amount on the QRTRPT.

Non-Taxable Third Party Sick Pay
You should first contact legal or tax advisor if necessary to determine how
payment should be handled.
Any amounts reported on the 001 federal tax record for a non-taxable third party
sick pay will not affect balance. The amount will not affect Taxes.
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Balancing Problems
The following are situations that may cause your reports not to balance.




Voided checks from prior calendar year
o CHKSTS report
Refund of annuity withheld in prior calendar year
o AUDRPT
Manual Updates
o AUDRPT
 Search for YTD changes using VIEW from MENU

Special Amounts
for W2‟s

Descriptions for
W2 boxes from
DEDNAM

From
DEDSCN
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Calculated
gross minus
taxable gross

